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Four Stars No even more vaccines for me personally. Thanks for the info Five Stars I love the
publication. It took a long time to get here. Second the graphs make the technology
understandable in a way that I did not fully understand before. All Parents With SMALL
CHILDREN Should Read This Book When your child receives a vaccination of any sort are you told
before hand what ingredients make-up that particular vaccination this book Vaccines Are
Dangerous lets you know for you to know the response to that question.! A Picture is Worth a
1000 Words Hetep and Respect Visitors, Vaccines Are Dangerous can be an important
contribution to the public's understanding of the risks and grave dangers connected with drug
company "Vaccines". As one who functions in the Autism field, and the overall field of
individuals w/ disabilities, and children ,I observe how vaccines and medications truly do not
help, however hinder ones capability by making them reliant on drugs, and too creating scare
techniques to get parents, to volunteer to help. This book has laid out a whole lot of info, in a
easy method for the reader, so one doesn't have to feel as if you should have visited med school
to comprehend, yet you will leave sense like you know a whole lot, the graphs and tables are
excellent, and the references are many, that i love, therefore i can do my research too. Great
read full of things that will amaze you and challenge you to look at reality, not repetitive false
reports and/or assumptions. It's a mystery in regards to what this so called virus appears like
because no-one has ever noticed it. Take time to read this, you may save your personal or some
else's life. Vaccines are Dangerous I have only with all this book a "4" rating because of its
difficulty in reading; often very difficult medical terminology (& It really is horrifying, I can not
see any mother understanding that a vaccine could do that to their children, allowing anyone
inject them with such risk. I found understand some years back that allowing you to definitely
put mercury, or other toxic substances in my own otherwise relatively healthful body had not
been an idea that I would subscribe to. Finally Truth ! This Could SAVE YOUR VALUABLE Life! This
book could save your valuable life. Knowledge is power therefore the saying goes which book is
packed full of comprehensive information that arms citizens with what they need to find out
about the therefore called Monster: A.It also details the annals of various kinds of Vaccines and
just why they are harmful and even deadly oftentimes and should be avoided at all costs.D.The
book offers invaluable information-information your doctor will NEVER let you know - on how
healthy diet can fortify your immune system to defend against ailments such as the SWINE
FLU.Vaccines are Dangerous lays out the way the Medical Industry is available of illness/death
and not treatments and how they continue steadily to bilk the HIV/Helps "hoax" for billions of
dollars. The reserve explains how "HIV" has never been isolated and determined. I was delighted
and amazed, not only by the knowledge, but how official the info is, known facts, now u know
them too.Next time someone try's to tell me that all vaccines are safe, I will have to restrain
myself.We. Therefore, that was another big FARCE - to create mass hysteria and panic people
into rushing in to the doctor's offices to obtain a vaccine that's made with some VERY disturbing
issues such as animal puss and harmful chemicals. The author goes into how pesticides
contributed to the high rate of Polio in children at onetime and subsequently how the
Vaccinations triggered an explosion of autism and numerous other aliments. The reserve makes
a interesting stage regarding certain religious communities who do not consider vaccines and
their nearly nonexistent cases of autism and other ailments that plague kids who receive
vaccines.S and vaccines that are disabling and even killing children. Which we see now is
nothing even more than the standard Flu. Also, if people understood what types of substances
these vaccines contain they would be repulsed!It would behoove any citizen to get this book to
allow them to figure out how to live healthy lives and free of charge themselves of the clutches



of doctors who's sole curiosity is in prescribing "drugs" to patients so they can get their
kickbacks from pharmaceutical businesses.!The author is obviously TOP-NOTCH but I wish there
have been a simplified version.This book has two new types of information that really had a
direct effect on my understanding of the dangers. First Mr. Cost had pictures of what kids who
suffered the poor effects ("side effects") of some vaccines appeared as if. I have a medical
background)as well as concentrate on racial discrepancies gets challenging and takes away from
the real topic that Vaccines Are Dangerous! Worth the wait around. One graph, filled with
information from the public record, shows that a specific vaccine is known to cause 400% more
injury to otherwise healthy individuals then people who actually get the disease. It is amazing if
you ask me, medicines that cause more disease then your disease they are suppose to prevent,
and this the truth is known, wow. Determining what science is really saying is not generally easy,
but these graphs and pics make it plain. There exists a voluminous amount of info supporting
the fact that HIV does not exist and the writer does a magnificent work of presenting the info
that proves HIV is usually a money-making fraud. If you are interested in maximizing your
health, this is essential on your preventive health reading list. You can prevent a whole lot of
potential harm to yourself and family members just by understanding the information and
implications offered in this indispensable tool.
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